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Abstract — A new on-track measuring method for vertical wheel/rail contact force based on PVDF strain sensors is developed, 
which overcomes the difficulties found in other conventional methods by resistance strain gauges. A rail model for the 
measurement was made and a laboratory load test using this method was performed to verify the proposed technique. Firstly, the 
test was performed under the condition that vertical load acts on various points along the rail direction. Secondly, the interference 
of bending by lateral force on rail surface strain caused by vertical force was investigated. Finally, the expected correlation 
between vertical wheel/rail contact force and strain responses measured by PVDF sensors was confirmed. The experimental results 
are perfectly compliant with the theoretical analysis and simulation calculations, which verify that the proposed method has 
sufficient practicability of monitoring vertical wheel load on commercial lines. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Classically, the dynamic behavior of a railway 
vehicle/track system is determined by the actual state of 
wheel/rail contact forces, which is associated with both the 
track and the vehicle. By measuring wheel/rail contact forces, 
we can not only obtain information about train running 
safety, but also prevent abnormal wear (such as, corrugation, 
localized damage and out-of-round railway wheels) and 
derailment accidents. Especially it is very important of 
continuous monitoring wheel/rail contact forces in real time, 
because the derailment coefficient that changes according to 
wheel and rail surface condition sensitively, must be kept in 
allowable scope. The early discovery of wheel/rail 
interaction anomalies allows one to take measures in time, 
avoiding future danger and excessive wear both for the rails 
and wheels.  

There are two classes of measurement methods of 
wheel/rail contact forces, on-board measurement [1] and on-
track safety inspection [2]. For the former, wheel and rail 
contact forces are measured by wheel surface strain based on 
strain gauges. Extra devices are necessary currently, such as 
special wheelsets equipped with strain gauges and telemeters 
or slip rings. It is difficult of frequent measurement, because 
such devices are expensive and insufficient durable as well 
as reliable. For the latter, wheel and rail contact forces are 
measured through surface strain of rail. Because rail strain is 
affected significantly by sleeper constrain, most 
measurement methods of instrumented rails are 
discontinuous. 

Some inspection systems use shear force sensors and 
instrumented pads to measure continuous wheel/rail forces.  

Such as truck performance detection system (TPDS) used 
in China to inspect track performance. But the TPDS cannot 

by used in high-speed railway without modification, because 
of the limit of the measurement length on track and 
installation cost and so on[3]. A. Matsumoto introduced a 
measuring method of lateral wheel-rail contact force and 
train derailment coefficient based on non-contact gap 
sensors[4]. F. Attivissimo designed a railway measurement 
system by a contactless optical unit measuring the wheel/rail 
interaction quality, and the measured parameter is the 
equivalent conicity [5]. T. Fujioka and H. Kanehara 
improved conventional method of measuring wheel/rail 
contact forces to detect wheel rail contact point, by means of 
measuring lateral distribution of surface compress strain on 
wheel [6]. Y. S. Ham developed a method using two pairs of 
strain gauge bridges with output phases shifted by 90°, for 
measurement of the forces between wheel and rail at high 
frequencies [7]. Per Gullers reported field measurements of 
vertical wheel load by Instrumented wheels in the frequency 
range 0-2000 Hz on ten stretches of Swedish track [8]. 
Conrail has installed wheel impact detectors based on strain 
gage and microprocessor technology, to detect and handle 
defective wheels by degree of severity [9]. 

Existing methods all use strain gauges or optical fiber 
sensors or others, so they suffer from low sensitivity and 
high noise. Moreover, more recently developed rolling stock 
operates at higher speeds and is subject to greater change in 
wheel load. High speed railway challenges the conventional 
methodologies used in on-board and way-side test, which are 
difficult to meet the real time requirement. This means that a 
new method for real-time monitoring of wheel rail contact 
forces is required. In this study, a experimental test is carried 
out to verify a new method of vertical wheel/rail contact 
force continuous measurement based on PVDF strain sensors 
[10]. 
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II. TEST MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE 

The continuous measurement method of vertical 
wheel/rail contact force is based on measuring surface 
stress/strain due to vertical load applied to rail with PVDF 
strain sensors attached to the rail web. As shown in Fig.1, in 
order to verify the new method, an experimental study is 
carried out by using the 60 kg/m rail beam model. The wheel 
load is simulated by a hydraulic jack acting forces on a 
welded I cross-section beam. The movement of load position 
is along rail direction. The locations of PVDF strain sensors 
are equipped at the inner and outer of the neutral axle of rail 
web, in the center of two adjacent sleepers. The output is 
converted to a charge amplifier and a data acquisition 
instrument, whose output is proportional to the sum of strain 
between the two locations. As mentioned in reference [10], 
the value is used to determine the vertical wheel load. 

 

Figure 1. Sketch of work principle 

Photograph of test system is shown in Fig.2. This system 
is composed of rail beam model，a hydraulic jack, PVDF 
patch sensors, WS2401/6 charge amplifier, WS-DAQ data 
acquisition system with vibration signal acquisition and 
analysis processing software Vib'SYS, and a computer. Four 
pairs of strain gauges are also equipped on the neutral axle to 
detect compressive strain by wheel load. The bridges 
consisted of these strain gauges are integrated with 
INV3060S intelligent signal acquisition and processing 
analyzer, which combines the function of dynamic resistance 
strain gage and data acquisition card. 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Calibration 

At the experiment, wheel load is acted by a hydraulic 
jack actuator, the calibration test of jack is performed firstly. 
The value of gauge pressure is from 0 to 30 Mpa with a step 
2 Mpa, the same value load repeated 3 times. The outputs of 
the strain gauges to detect compress strain when vertical load 
is acted on rail profile are shown in Fig. 3. This experimental 
results indicate that the output voltage is a simple linear 
function of the applied load with a slope of 4.78 kN/MPa, 
and the correlation coefficient is 0.9998. 

 

Figure 2. Photograph of test system 

 

Figure 3. The calibration curve of hydraulic jack 

B. Output by Vertical Load 

At this experiment, vertical load is acted at the center 
position along the rail beam, and the value of load is from 
zero to 20, 30 and 40 MPa then falls to zero for each 
experiment. Each experiment repeats 3 times. The output 
voltages of PVDF strain sensors caused by vertical load are 
shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. The relationship between output voltage and vertical load 

From Fig.4 (a)~(c) it’s shown that, the output voltages of 
PVDF strain sensors is very sensitive to gauge pressure. 
According to the result of calibration, we can gain the 
relationship between the output voltage and vertical load, as 
shown in Fig.4(d), it has been found that the output is 
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proportional to vertical load, and the grade is sensitivity 
coefficient of the measurement system based on PVDF 
sensors. The experiment results show the same trend as the 
simulation results given in reference[10]. So, it is known that 
vertical wheel/rail vertical force can be measured 
independently without influence of force of other directions 
by this method. 

C. Output by Load Position 

At this experiment, vertical load is acted at 3 points (see 
in Fig.5) separately between two adjacent sleepers, the load 
positions are:   is on the center of two adjacent sleepers,   and   
are 1/4 sleeper span out from center of two adjacent sleepers. 
The value of load is 95kN，142kN and 190kN for each 
experiment. Each experiment repeats 3 times.  

 

 

Figure 5. Location of loaded positions 

Figures 6~7 show that the outputs of measurement 
system when vertical load is acted in each of 3 points, and 
the value of load is 142kN and 190kN separately. From these 
results: (1) the output curve has same trend as the load point 
moves, (2) the value of output voltage is proportional to the 
value of load, (3) the response frequency of PVDF strain 
sensor is very high,  and the effect of movement of load 
position is small. The test results prove the proposed 
approach to measure vertical wheel/rail force continuously is 
efficient.  

 

Figure 6. Measured distribution of output voltage under 142kN vertical 
load acting on various points 

From experimental results, we can also conclude that: (1) 
the output voltage of measurement system is sensitive to the 
vertical load, and the load position has little affect to the 
output when load position moves from P1 to P3. (2) the 

value of output voltage is proportional to that of the vertical 
load.  

Experiment results are nearly same as calculated results 
of numerical simulation, only there are some differences in 
response amplitude, the main reasons for the differences are 
as following: (1) the constraint condition of the rail beam 
model may differ from the simulation model, constraints of 
the former are elastic support and those of the latter are 
fixed. (2) The rail geometry parameters of the simulation 
model are simplified, material parameters of rail are not 
measured values. (3) The forces applied at the rail profile in 
test are not moving loads, and the value of vertical load is 
smaller than the real value. (4) The locations of PVDF strain 
sensors have errors with real value. Although there are some 
differences between the test results and the numerical 
simulation results, they have the same changing trend.  

 

 

Figure 7. Measured distribution of output voltage under 190kN vertical 
load acting on various points 

D. Output by Contact Point 

At this experiment, wheel load contact point is acted at 
three points, the locations of contact points are: standard 
contact point, 22.5mm left side of standard contact point, 
22.5mm right side of standard contact point. The outputs of 
PVDF strain sensors to detect surface strain of rail web when 
vertical load is acted in each of the three contact points are 
shown in Fig. 8. The experimental results show the same 
trend and the relative error of the sensitivity coefficient is 
less than 8%, it indicates that the difference of output values 
for variable contact points of vertical load was small enough 
to be neglected. And it is also shown that the sum of 
compressive strain at rail web can measure the vertical 
wheel/rail force by PVDF strain sensors without the effect of 
contact points. 
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Figure 8. Output by different load contact points 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Output by different load contact points. We have 
performed a test on vertical wheel rail force measurement by 
using the 60 kg/m rail beam model. As the results of load 
experiment and compared to numerically simulated data, we 
think that the measuring method of vertical wheel rail force 
based on PVDF strain sensors is verified and effective for 
on-track measuring. 

In the future, we plan to carry out field test in various 
kind of running conditions by actual railway vehicles, to 
verify validity of the proposed method. Also, improvement 
of signal processing techniques to realize real-time 
monitoring is under planning. We hope it will be useful for a 
quantitative analysis of safety running operation. 
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